
Our inner resource tank - TRANSCRIPT 
 
So a few thoughts about how helpful the idea of our inner resource tank can be.  
 
It's the school holidays here and suddenly I’m spending a lot more time with a teen and all the 
delights and also all the challenging behavior that that holds. I remember when I realized that how I 
respond to the same tricky behavior is much less to do with what the behavior is, and much more to 
do with how internally resourced I am. So if I come home to explosive behavior after being out with 
a friend then I might very spaciously respond with love and care and elegantly defuse the situation 
whereas if I come home after a draining day of meetings I am much more likely to roll my eyes and 
make some comment about how nice it would be to be greeted differently, pouring fuel on the fire 
and resulting in a row.  
 
Doing things differently involves proactively meeting our needs to fill up our internal tank so we've 
got a bank of the good stuff which helps us then be ready for the challenges of everyday life. I’ve 
recruited my small friend from the book… this is a beardy man looking a bit sad and deflated – he 
became known as beardy man when we were writing the book – and his internal tank is low and 
then here he is doing the things that resource him, spending time (I can't do my fingers) spending 
time alone, having a coffee, spending time in nature or being with friends. And here he is with his 
inner tank full up and ready to meet what is going on in his life.  
 
Each of us will resource ourselves differently and so I offer you this 10 minute exercise taken from 
page 84 of the book to explore what resources you. If you want to take part you might like to pause 
now and grab a pen and paper. So for each of these prompts, the invitation is to think of a few 
activities that resource you. So if you are taking part in this you might just want to make a note now 
of each of the short prompts, so ‘on your own’ ‘with others’ ‘outside’ ‘indoors’ ‘things that cost 
money’ ‘things that are free’ ‘things that take a few minutes’ or ‘that take a few hours’ and do have 
fun with those prompts, and include other ones that speak to you. 
 
If you find you are struggling with under resource I’m not going to cover that in this video it feels too 
much but there is stuff if you do have ‘Why weren't we taught this at school?’. There is an 
exploration between pages 84 and 86 of why many of us don't resource ourselves enough. So I hope 
you've enjoyed that and all the best till next time. 


